Who Knew?

	
  

If you think you are too weird and too far gone to overcome the homosexual
addictions which are destroying you, get this:
We, the staff at Buggin’ Out!, have beaten the gay addiction and are now
truly living…not just existing. However, did you know that we actually used
to…
-----Go into our male friends’ dirty clothes hampers, pick out a pair of dirty
underwear or an old tee-shirt and go to sleep with it to get the comfort of
another man’s scent?
-----Be unable to go to a public place without thinking about having sex with
the men we would see?
-----Spend exorbitant amounts of money on male friends, trying to ‘buy’
their love and approval to the point of getting into heavy debt?
-----Have sexual dreams nightly, even after reading the Bible, praying or
having fun with friends?
-----Suffer from extreme depression and anxiety?
-----Think we were the only men in the world who not only had no gay
pride, but hated being gay in the first place?
-----Fall in love with our male friends and fall into deep mood swings when
that love was not returned to us?
-----Look for love in sex houses and gay video stores, leaving more confused
and stressed out than when we arrived?
-----Spend so much energy on ‘covering up’ our gay orientation, that we had
no energy or time left to work toward our dreams?
-----Want more than anything just to have a friend to tell it all to. Someone
who wouldn’t judge, criticize or run the other way?
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All we wanted was to bond with ‘Mr. Right’. Nothing was too sick or too
perverted if it brought us closer to feeling connected with another man. That
was then. This is now. We beat the odds and so can you. Honestly.
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